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Abstract:
The tearing mode (TM) is investigated via gyrokinetic (GK) simulations in toroidal ge-
ometry using the code GKW. Two routes are followed, namely simulating the response of
the plasma to a prescribed magnetic island and addressing the complete problem of the
growth of the TM in the presence of GK turbulence. In simulations with prescribed mag-
netic perturbation, the bootstrap current flowing in an island whose width does not exceed
significantly the ion orbit width is a function of the rotation frequency, due to the fact that
the density profile follows in this case an adiabatic law (flattened for islands rotating at
the ion diamagnetic frequency, unperturbed at the electron diamagnetic frequency). This
remains true also in the presence of ITG turbulence, although the physics becomes more
complex in this case. Simulations performed to isolate the drifts due to the island electric
field show a complex radial pattern and point at a superposition of different effects which
might mask the polarization current, confirming previous drift-kinetic results. The growth
of a TM in the presence of electromagnetic turbulence shows, as in other (fluid) studies, that
the turbulent fluctuations provide a seed for the magnetic island. They drive its growth at
a rate significantly faster than the linear tearing growth rate. Depending on the value of the
plasma beta, the subsequent evolution exhibits a Rutherford behaviour largely independent
of the turbulence, or a disruption of the Rutherford phase, with the TM growing at its
linear growth rate even if the island width exceeds the theoretical singular layer width. The
island rotation is also modified by the presence of the turbulence.

1 Introduction

Our present understanding of the physics of the tearing mode (TM) [1, 2] still does not
allow a quantitative prediction of its evolution in fusion reactors. Although its saturation
is usually explained (see e.g. [3]) in terms of a balance between bootstrap drive and
stabilizing effect of the current profile (quantified by the stability parameter ∆′), the
early phase of a TM, in particular, is determined by a complex combination of different
physical processes, whose relative importance and interplay has not been assessed yet
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[4]. Experimentally, TMs are often observed to develop only when triggered by an initial
perturbation that exceeds a threshold amplitude, but triggerless TMs are found as well [5].
Improving our physical understanding is required to assess the strategies to be adopted
for control or suppression of the instability [6] and consequently on the requirements on
the related actuators and diagnostics [7].

The literature devoted to the tearing instability is wide, see e.g. [8] and references
therein for a recent account. Although the first investigations were performed in the
frame of a single-fluid model, the investigation of two-fluid, kinetic and finite-Larmor-
radius (FLR) effects revealed fundamental new features. In addition, when toroidicity is
included in the analysis, additional effects come into play, like the favourable average cur-
vature [9, 10], the neoclassical enhancement of the polarization current [11, 12] and most
notably the bootstrap drive [13, 14]. Despite their importance, the contribution devoted
to the theoretical investigation of kinetic effects in toroidal geometry is comparatively
scarce. This is doubtlessly due to the fact that the kinetic equation in the presence of a
magnetic island is in this case very cumbersome, so that an analytic treatment becomes
rather difficult and requires ordering assumptions that are not necessarily met experi-
mentally in every phase of the TM evolution. The results described in this paper follow
mainly a numerical approach, which revealed already in the past years [15, 16, 17] sev-
eral unexpected features beyond the previous analytic expectations. The kinetic studies
quoted above were performed treating the magnetic (and in drift-kinetic simulations, also
the electric) perturbation associated to the island as prescribed, investigating the plasma
response to this perturbation. Recently, self-consistent simulations, covering both scales
associated to the growth of small-scale turbulent fluctuations and TM, have become pos-
sible. While it can be expected that a (gyro)kinetic treatment contains all the basic
features relevant for the evolution of a TM in magnetic fusion devices, the interpretation
of the numerical output of such expensive simulations becomes increasingly demanding.

In this paper, several recent results are summarized. The investigations with imposed
magnetic island, concentrating on bootstrap and polarization current [4], are described
in Sec. 2. Linear self-consistent gyrokinetic simulations of the TM [18] are presented in
Sec. 3, while the nonlinear evolution of the TM in the presence of turbulence [19, 20] is
addressed in Sec. 4.

2 Kinetic effects on bootstrap and polarization cur-

rent

Previous and more recent investigations of the currents driving (or damping) the tearing
mode in a tokamak have been summarized in [4]. They were obtained by imposing a
rotating island structure in numerical simulations performed with the codes HAGIS (drift
kinetic) [21] and GKW (gyrokinetic) [22]. In this case, the magnetic perturbation due
to the island is prescribed as an additional term in the poloidal flux, i.e. the magnetic
field is written in the form B = RBt∇ϕ +∇ϕ ×∇(ψ + ψ̃), where Bt is the equilibrium
toroidal magnetic field, ϕ is the toroidal angle, ψ is the unperturbed poloidal flux and
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ψ̃ = α cos ξ = −RA‖ is the helical flux perturbation. Here, ξ ≡ mθ − nϕ − ωt is the
helical angle, m and n the poloidal and toroidal numbers of the mode, respectively, θ is
the poloidal angle and ω the island rotation frequency. The perturbed flux surfaces can be
identified through a helical-flux label Ω ≡ 2(ψ−ψs)2/W 2

ψ− cos ξ (the subscript s denotes
evaluation at the resonant surface and W 2

ψ = 4αqs/q
′
s, the prime indicating differentiation

with respect to ψ). The amplitude and the rotation frequency of the mode are imposed
through the input parameters α and ω.

The electrostatic potential associated to the island rotation can be calculated analyt-
ically, e.g in the frame of a gyrokinetic treatment in slab geometry neglecting the parallel
ion streaming [23]. In particular, for island widths small with respect to the typical
ion-orbit width, the electrostatic potential in toroidal geometry takes the form

φ =
τ

1 + τ

q

mc
(ω − ω∗e) (ψ − h(Ω)) , (1)

where τ = Ti/Te, ky is the poloidal wavevector, ω∗e the diamagnetic frequency and h(Ω)
an integration “constant” arising from the fact that ∇‖Ω = 0. In this small-island limit,
φ can be shown to be related to an adiabatic ion response, δn = −(eφ/Ti)n0. According
to Eq. (1), the density perturbation is hence a function of the island rotation frequency
and vanishes if the island rotates at the electron diamagnetic velocity. In the opposite
limit of large island width, the electrostatic potential takes the form

φ =
ωq

mc
(ψ − h(Ω)) . (2)

In this limit, the density profile if assumed to flatten independently of the rotation fre-
quency and the electrostatic potential provides the E × B-velocity which ensures that
the plasma moves together with the magnetic island (it is worth noting that in analytic
calculations of the island dynamics in toroidal geometry the large-island form for φ is
usually assumed).

Gyrokinetic simulations in which the electrostatic potential in response to a rotating
island is calculated from the Poisson equation basically confirm the picture above [25, 26].
In particular, the degree of flattening of the density profile inside the island is a function
of the island frequency whenever its width is not significantly larger than the ion banana
width, as is the case experimentally at least in the early phase of a TM. The bootstrap
current has been calculated for such cases through drift-kinetic simulations, in which
the electrostatic potential has been imposed according to the theory outlined above. The
numerical results show that the bootstrap perturbation –and hence the neoclassical drive–
inside an island for which the large-width limit does not hold depends indeed on the
island rotation frequency, being maximum (flat density inside the island) when the island
rotates at the ion diamagnetic frequency and vanishing (no density perturbation) when it
is rotating at the electron diamagnetic frequency [27]. In this latter case, the neoclassical
drive is mainly a consequence of the flattening of the electron temperature profile.

In the gyrokinetic runs quoted above, small-scale turbulent fluctuations had been
avoided, e.g. by keeping the gradients below their critical threshold. On the other hand,
for island widths comparable to the ion-orbit size, the turbulent transport might be able
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to compete with the adiabatic ion response mentioned above and lead to a finite density
gradient also for islands rotating in the ion diamagnetic direction. In recent GK simula-
tions in the presence of ITG turbulence [28], the dependence of the density flattening on
the island rotation described above is reproduced. The details of the plasma response in
velocity space, however, are different and suggest a modification of the underlying physical
picture.

The time-dependent electrostatic potential associated with the island rotation also
leads to particle drifts perpendicular to the flux surfaces which can contribute, through
the associated electron return current, to the island dynamics, the most known example
being the polarization current. According to the theoretical predictions, the polariza-
tion current exhibits a scaling with respect to the island rotation frequency of the form
ω(ω−ω∗i) [24]. Previous drift-kinetic investigations with imposed electrostatic potential,
where the background pressure gradients had been set to zero to isolate the contribution
of the electric drifts, had revealed a deviation of the perpendicular (neoclassical) ion flow
with respect to the simple quadratic scaling with ω [16], pointing at further contribu-
tions arising in toroidal geometry. In particular, a (nearly) quadratic behaviour of the
perpendicular ion flux was observed for frequencies well above the parallel ion streaming
k‖vth,i, which can be viewed as a proxy for the diamagnetic frequency [12]. At moderate
frequencies, ω <∼ k‖vth,i, a range with a linear dependence on ω was observed.

In gyrokinetic simulations with an imposed magnetic island but a self-consistent elec-
trostatic potential (where again the equilibrium pressure gradient is set to zero), it is
also possible to compute the classical polarization current associated to the change of the
electric field along the gyro-orbit as

Jcl
pol =

∫
〈vE〉 · ∇Ωf̃i(R)d3v −

∫
〈vE〉 · ∇Ωf̃e(R)d3v, (3)

where f̃i,e(R) denote the gyrocentre distribution functions of ions and electrons, respec-
tively, and the angular brackets the gyroaverage. A clear quadratic dependence of Jcl

pol

on ω is observed [25, 4]. On the contrary, for the neoclassical ion flux, calculated as∫
vDif̃i(R)d3v, where vD is the magnetic drift velocity and R the coordinate of the gy-

rocentres, the dependence on ω is more complicated, as observed also in drift-kinetic
simulations. In particular, no clear quadratic dependence is identifiable for “realistic”
frequencies in the range of k‖vth,i. This is also due to the fact that the radial profile
exhibits a complex pattern. Interestingly, the gyrokinetic simulations reproduce an im-
portant feature of the drift-kinetic simulations with imposed φ, namely the appearance of
a peak in the neoclassical flux slightly inside the separatrix scaling linearly with ω, while
a (nearly) quadratic peak becomes visible only at larger frequencies.

3 Self-consistent linear gyrokinetic simulations of the

tearing mode

For the investigation of the self-consistent evolution of the TM in toroidal gyrokinetic
simulations, the global version of the code GKW is employed. The drive of the TM
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is implemented through an equilibrium electron flow profile ve(r), whose contribution to
the gradient of the background (Maxwellian) distribution function is −2(v‖/vth,e)∇veFMe.
Following Wesson [29], the current profile is taken in the form j = j0(1− r2/a2)ν (ν being
an integer determining the peaking of the current gradient) which leads to a safety-factor
profile characterized by a ratio between edge and central value qa/q0 = ν + 1. The region
in parameter space where unstable TMs are observed in the simulations agrees well with
the expectations from [29]. In the following simulations, usually ν = 1 and qa = 3.5 have
been selected. The corresponding TM stability parameter ∆′, measuring the jump of
the logarithmic radial derivative of A‖ across the singular layer has been estimated to be
rather large in this case, a∆′ ∼ 20 [18]. The radial grid is set in such a way that at least
three points fall inside the skin depth δe = c/ωpe, ensuring that the TM singular layer is
resolved even in the collisionless, flat pressure case. Hydrogen ions and βe = 0.1% have
been considered.

The results from linear simulations are discussed in this section. Fig. 1 shows the
growth rate and the mode rotation frequency as a function of the electron-ion collision
frequency for different values of the background equilibrium density and temperature
gradients.
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FIG. 1: Growth rate γ (left) and rotation frequency ω (right) of the (2,1) tearing mode as
a function of the normalized collision frequency for different background density and tem-
perature gradients. Negative values of ω correspond to the electron diamagnetic direction.
The solid and dotted lines refer to the values ωn∗+ωT∗/2 and ωn∗+(5/4)ωT∗, respectively.

A transition from the collisionless to the semi-collisional regime can be observed, char-
acterized by an increase of both the growth rate and the mode frequency (in absolute
value). In particular, ω agrees well with the theoretical expectations [30] ω = ωn∗+ωT∗/2
in the collisionless limit and ω = ωn∗ + (5/4)ωT∗ at higher collisionalities (here, ωn∗ and
ωT∗ are the contributions of the density and temperature gradient, respectively, to the
diamagnetic frequency). It is however observed that the latter limit is rather approached
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than reached, as a further increase of νei lead to an unexpected change of the rotation
direction from electron to ion diamagnetic. The growth rate shows a dependence on col-
lisionality of the form ν

1/7
ei as in the high-∆′ slab calculations by Fitzpatrick [31]. At

high collisionalities the growth rate is reduced in simulations with a finite equilibrium
temperature gradient. A small residual rotation frequency is found in simulations with
flat equilibrium pressure, which appears to be associated to toroidicity effects.

4 Self-consistent nonlinear simulations of the tearing

mode in the presence of gyrokinteic turbulence

In nonlinear simulations, a similar set-up as described in the previous section has been
employed, but the logarithmic density and temperature gradients have been chosen such
that ITG turbulence develops, R/Ln = 1.5 and R/LT = 5. These gradients do not lead
to a linear stabilization of the TM, as verified through linear simulations. A common
feature of these runs is that the n = 1 component of the electromagnetic perturbation
grows much faster than predicted by the linear tearing mode theory, the growth rate
becoming of the same order as that of the (ITG) microturbulence. Nonlinear simulations
where the turbulence is artificially filtered out, on the contrary, agree with the linear TM
picture in the initial phase of the mode evolution. Simulations in which the TM mode
drive (the electron current gradient described above) is switched off show that the n = 1
component of A‖ grows during the linear phase of the turbulence, but then saturates at a
width of the order of the ion gyroradius. Electromagnetic turbulence is thus found under
these conditions to “seed” the tearing mode, producing structures whose width is of the
order of ρi on a very fast time scale as compared to the TM growth rate [19]. This agrees
with the picture obtained with reduced (fluid) models [32, 33].

After this first phase, the fate of the island is observed to depend on the simulation
parameters [20], cf. Fig. 2. In particular, at low βe = 0.05%, once the island width exceeds
the size of the singular layer, the TM evolution follows the Rutherford picture [2] and its
growth traces that obtained in the absence of turbulence. At higher values of βe (≥ 0.1%),
a disruption of the Rutherford phase (or its threshold) is observed. In this case, once an
island size of the order of the ion gyroradius is reached, the amplitude of the magnetic
perturbation keeps growing exponentially, but its growth rate becomes the linear TM
growth rate, as verified by corresponding linear simulations. An exponential growth after
the “seeding” phase has been observed also in fluid simulation [34].

The turbulence is also seen to change qualitatively the rotation of the mode [20], which
is essential to address the issues on the TM stability outlined in Sec. 2. In the absence
of turbulence, the TM is observed to rotate at the electron diamagnetic frequency in the
linear phase, as expected, while the rotation becomes slower as the island grows (but
remains in the electron direction). This effect is probably associated with the concurrent
flattening of the pressure profile inside the island. In the presence of turbulence, the
island rotates at the ion diamagnetic frequency (like the underlying ITG) during the
seeding process. After this phase, for island widths exceeding ρi, the rotation slows down
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FIG. 2: Left: Time traces of the width of a (2,1) tearing mode in the presence of turbulence
for two values of βe (blue and black solid lines). Grey dashed shows the evolution in the
absence of turbulence (time-shifted for convenience as black dashed). Right: Time traces
of the island phase. The green curve shows a case where no TM drive was included.

significantly or eventually stops. Interestingly, when the TM drive is removed and the
size of the n = 1 mode does not exceed the ion gyroradius, the island rotation continues
at roughly the ion diamagnetic frequency.
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